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Executive Summary
The need for grid power to operate the equipment of oil wells adds additional cost and wiring to oil
fields across the country. Santa Maria Pacific Holdings of Santa Maria, California desired another way to
power the sensor equipment at their wells along with the motors that powered each well. Furthermore,
wireless data transmission of pressure and temperature data was desired to get more accurate
information of the oil wells. A senior project group at Cal Poly San Luis Obispo was assigned the task of
developing a piece of equipment that powered the sensors and motor of each well along with providing
well data via wireless transmission.
After review of different solar options, it was considered too expensive to try and implement any solar
option into the field. Furthermore, diesel generators were looked at as a possible alternative, but the
steady manual attention that would be required for each generator was considered too much of a
burden and unfeasible. With all options considered, Santa Maria Pacific Holdings decided to abandon
this part of the project and focus solely on the wireless network for the field.
Research was conducted on individual sensors, power units, and transmitters to accomplish the
objectives for the project. A full concept was developed that integrated a solar unit to power the
pressure and temperature sensors and WiFi transmitter. It consisted of a housing for all of the necessary
equipment that would be placed around the pipe coming from the well head. The data would be
collected by the sensors and sent to the WiFi transmitter to be sent back to the field office.
However, after further investigation and research, an alternative solution was discovered. Process
automation equipment offers battery powered transmitters that can automatically record pressure and
temperature data and transmit the data back to another location. Other systems also exist that utilize
separate battery packs, sensors, and radios for data transmission. This new find changed the scope of
the project from building a workable prototype to determining the best type of sensor network for our
application.
After reviewing many different network options, Santa Maria Pacific Holdings decided to implement the
wireless mesh network produced by Rosemount. This network combines all necessary components
(radio, sensor, and battery) into one unit. The units are part of a self-healing network that allows for
reliable and efficient data transmission. The system is also easily expanded with additional sensors if
desired. The system provides the most reliable network along with the leading manufacturer of sensors
in the oil and gas industry, Rosemount. Implementation of the sensors is set for summer of 2011.
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1. Introduction
CP Solar Wells is a group of Mechanical Engineering students from California Polytechnic State
University in San Luis Obispo, California. As part of graduation requirements, the students must
complete a capstone project that integrates theory and application from undergraduate educational
experiences.
To complete this project, CP Solar Wells will be working with Santa Maria Pacific Holdings based out of
Santa Maria, California. Santa Maria Pacific Holdings is an oil and gas company made up of several
independent companies and consultants and is currently developing untapped oil and gas fields in Santa
Barbara County. With an emphasis on innovation, Santa Maria Pacific Holdings looks to develop new
technologies that can be used out in the oil field by all companies in the oil industry. As part of this
innovation, CP Solar Wells has been asked to design and build a prototype for a Solar Powered Oil Well
Site.
Currently, most oil well sites are run off electricity provided by the electrical grid. In order to reduce
costs and leave a smaller energy footprint, Santa Maria Pacific Holdings wants to produce an oil well site
that can be run off a renewable energy source such as solar power. CP Solar Wells will be responsible for
designing a system that contains pressure and temperature gauges and can wirelessly transmit readings
back to Santa Maria Pacific Holdings. The pressure and temperature gauges will also be located closer to
the well head in order to collect more accurate data than is currently collected. This system will have to
be durable and operate in an oil field with a coastal climate. Santa Maria Pacific Holdings will be the
primary stakeholder behind this project and cover the costs of all materials needed.
The implementation of Solar Powered Oil Well sites will save Santa Maria Pacific Holdings the expense
of connecting each well to the electrical grid, which can cost tens of thousands of dollars. Gas
generators can also be used to power well sites, however noise pollution from these machines can be
bothersome to those living or working nearby. It is important to Santa Maria Pacific Holdings to reduce
noise pollution in order to preserve good relations with those living near well sites.
The addition of more accurate pressure and temperature data with wireless transmission back to Santa
Maria Pacific Holdings’ offices will help Santa Maria Pacific Holdings create a more detailed and reliable
analysis of their wells. These improvements will allow Santa Maria Pacific Holdings to run each of their
wells more efficiently, and identify problems faster.
All of these benefits suggest that solar powered oil wells will result in less spending, more oil production,
and more profits for Santa Maria Pacific Holdings.
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2. Background
During a personal meeting with Santa Maria Pacific Holdings, CP Solar Wells visited the Orcutt Oil Field
to learn about the specifics of the project. The Orcutt field was
founded in 1901 and is currently the largest onshore producing field
in Santa Barbara County1. The field uses both primary and enhanced
oil recovery (EOR) methods to extract oil and gas. The oil is primarily
heavy with lighter oils found throughout the field and the wells are
primarily shallow1.
Primary wells use standard beam pumping units for oil recovery, as
seen in Figure 1. These units are smaller than the industry standard
and use smaller motors powered off of the electrical grid. The
pressures and temperatures found on the primary wells should be
relatively low in comparison to those found at the thermal wells. The
primary wells have to be turned on manually by a switch located
about 50 feet from the well. These wells are diurnal and only operate
during the daytime hours.

Figure 1: Primary pump in Orcutt
oil field

Thermal wells use steam injection to lower the viscosity of heavy oil
for recovery. Steam is produced from a large steam generator and piped to all of the thermal injectors
across the field. Thermal wells, such as the one seen in Figure 2, encounter much higher pressures and
temperatures due to the injection of hot steam. The thermal wells continuously operate both day and
night. Pressure gauges are currently attached to the well head while temperature and flow gauges have
been placed downstream of the wellhead.

2.1 Applicable Standards
This project will require the use of electrical equipment such as the
pressure and temperature sensors as well as a WiFi transmitter for
the transmission of data from the well head. The equipment will be
located on an active oil field and must meet safety requirements set
forth by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI). As
classified by ANSI, electrical equipment that is located in a hazardous
location where ignitable concentrations of flammable gases, vapors,
or liquids are present within the atmosphere are given the
classification of Class I2. Whether the gases or liquids are present
under normal or abnormal operating conditions is what determines if
the equipment needs to be Division 1 or 2, respectively. Sensors
located close to the wellhead must be able to withstand high
pressures and temperatures. Oil fields can potentially be a dangerous Figure 2: Thermal well in Orcutt oil
place, especially with the possibilities of kicks and blowouts from the
field with pressure sensor
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wells. Since the equipment will be consistently operating close to the well head and flammable gases
and liquids will be present, Class I Division 1 electronics should be used for this project.
The sensors and WiFi equipment will be operating in potentially harsh conditions in the oil field and such
close proximity to the ocean. We have looked into sensors which have been built and designed
specifically for the oil and gas industry to accommodate such environments.
Other standards we will have to look at include classifications of locations given by the American
Petroleum Institute (API). The API Recommended Practice 500 provides guidelines for classifying
locations at petroleum refineries, production and drilling areas, and pipeline transportation facilities for
the selection and installation of electrical equipment.3 Due to the limited time for research, the
standards given by the API will have to be looked at more in depth at a later date. The classification of
the location will effect what transmitter is used with the system as it must be able to transmit all data
back to Santa Maria Pacific Holdings without interference from location obstacles.

2.2 Existing Products
Looking into different energy production methods, the weather of Santa Maria plays a key role in what
possibilities exist. On average, Santa Maria has 176 clear days of sunshine and roughly 275 days of clear
or partially cloudy weather a year4. The average solar radiation index is 5 kilowatts per meter squared
per day5. This makes the opportunity for solar use plausible as this is sufficient energy to power the
components necessary for a solar oil well. Wind speed in Santa Maria averages 3.2 meters per second5.
Depending on the efficiency of wind production and the capability to produce sufficient power this may
be another viable option to look into. More research will be conducted on this design possibility.
A short meeting was held with a representative from REC Solar, a company that produces and installs
solar panels, like the ones in Figure 3, in San Luis Obispo,
California6. It was estimated that each square foot of solar
panels would be able to provide 2.5 Watts of power. This
power would be sufficient to power the sensors and
transmitter on both the primary and thermal projects.
However, many solar panels would be required to power a 3 hp
motor for the primary wells. Early calculations have shown that
3 hp is equivalent to 2250 Watts and that approximately 1,000
square feet of solar panels would be needed to accomplish this
task. While the possibility exists to use this many solar panels to
Figure 3: Typical Solar Panels
power the motor, the scope of this project will most likely not
make the powering of the motor feasible. Furthermore, the cost of solar panels was estimated to be
around 6 dollars per Watt produced. This means that total power consumption will be critical to keeping
costs low.
While speaking to REC solar the team was comparing other means of acquiring the solar powered
system. The three methods to choose from are purchasing through a solar installation company like REC,
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purchasing a solar kit which fits our requirements, or individually purchasing each component of the
system and building it ourselves. By comparing average costs of the systems we will determine which
method will produce the best results for the project. A large expense for solar powered systems which
we also want to address is the batteries which will be used. Most solar systems use absorbed glass mat
(AGM) batteries which offer longer life and no memory effects which can be associated with NiH. The
batteries which are being looked at are manufactured by Trojan and UPG which have been shown to be
two of the leading manufacturers.
Similar technologies of using solar power in the oil fields were found to be used today but mainly in
large solar fields that provided power to many rigs. Companies such as Chevron have invested billions of
dollars into large solar fields to produce electricity for their equipment.7 These fields can cover acres and
take up a large amount of space. No information could be found about solar panels that were used to
power individual well sites. The idea of using solar energy to power oil wells has definitely been
considered but not at a level this project will be taking a look at. Wireless transmission of data from well
sites is currently being researched by Dr. Mason Medizade of California Polytechnic State University in
San Luis Obispo. A paper published on wireless surveillance by Dr. Medizade and his colleagues
describes the components necessary to transmit data and explains the cost benefits of having such a
system8. As this was one of the few sources that provided detailed information about wireless
transmission of data, Dr. Medizade will be used as a resource throughout the project for further
information on this topic.

2.3 Objectives
Our goal for this project is to design two solar powered well sites. The first design will be for a thermal
well site, and will require pressure and temperature sensors at the well head, a method of transmitting
this data to a central database, and a self-sustaining method of powering these components. In
designing this system we will have to ensure that the pressure and temperature sensors are as close to
the well head as possible. This is necessary to ensure that the data collected is reliable enough that it
can be used for more accurate reservoir analysis. While the current position of these sensors is
hundreds of feet from the well site, our goal is to place the new sensors within 20 feet of the site. As
shown in the quality function deployment (QFD) chart (Appendix A), keeping the sensors as close as
possible to the well head is one of our most important design requirements. QFD is a tool that translates
customer’s needs and expectations into quantifiably engineering requirements. Also shown in the QFD is
a relationship between the distance away from the well head and the pressures and temperatures that
our sensors will encounter. This relationship accounts for the inaccuracies in the data that is currently
being collected by Santa Maria Pacific Holdings.
The second design will be for a primary well pump. Similar to the thermal site, this design will also
require pressure and temperate sensors, however they will not operate under the same extreme
conditions, and can be located a longer distance away from the well head. The primary well site also
requires wireless transmission at a range of one mile.
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Analysis was done on the pressure drop from the wellhead to the proposed location of the unit. The
calculations include both major and minor losses due to friction from the piping, bends in the piping,
and valves along the piping. These calculations along with a summary of the results are included in
Appendix B. Using overestimates of the system parameters to insure all specifications will be met; the
pressure drop from the well head to a location 50 feet away is around 3 psi. This leads us to believe that
this is a suitable distance to not interfere with facilities while still providing reliable data.
Table 1 summarizes the technical specifications for the project. It lists the various parameters that need
to be analyzed for this project as well as their target range, risk level, and how they will be checked for
compliance. One of the highest risk items that we will encounter is the powering of the primary well. A 3
hp motor would require a large square footage of solar panels to produce sufficient power for
operation. Whether or not these panels can be incorporated into the design with the other necessary
components is a challenge due to the small size of the base unit.
Table 1 - Technical Specifications for Solar Powered Oil Well Site

Spec. # Parameter Description
1 Temperature
2 Pressure
3 Power (thermal)
4 Power (primary)
5 Distance from well head
6 Transmission distance
7 Percent error of sensors
8 Battery supply time (12V)
9 Weight
10 Size (w/o solar panels)
11 Installation time
12 Cost
13 Component free radius
14 Efficiency
15 Operating height
Legend
L – Low
M- Medium
H- High
A – Analysis
T – Test
S – Similarity to existing products
I - Inspection

Target (units)
600 (F)
1500 (psi)
3 (W)
2253 (W)
50 (ft)
1 (mile)
1 (%)
48 (hours)
100 (lb)
3 (ft^3)
8 (hours)
8,000 (dollars)
30 (ft)
60 (%)
5 (ft)

Tolerance
Max
Max
Min
Min
Max
Min
Max
Min
Max
Max
Max
Max
Min
Min
Max

Risk
M
L
L
H
L
M
L
M
L
L
L
M
M
M
L

Compliance
S, I
S, I
A, T, S
A, T
I
T, S, I
S, I
A, T, I
A, I
A, S, I
A, T, S
A, S
A, I
A, T, S, I
S, I
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3. Design Development
3.1 Initial Sketches
Over the course of the quarter, CP Solar Wells developed numerous ideas for the solar powered oil well
site and the features that were necessary to make this concept a reality. The following figures display
some of the ideas developed by CP Solar
Wells. Figure 4 shows one of the initial
concepts of the components necessary for
this project. It is a simple layout of where the
sensors, WiFi transmitter, battery, and solar
panel were considered for placement.
Aesthetics and other features were not
considered at this time as a base model is all
CP Solar Wells was looking for.

Next, CP Solar Wells began looking at
additional features that were to be added to
satisfy the rest of the project requirements. Figure 5 shows ways that would make the unit easy to
transport. Handles were added to the side of the unit and wheels were added to move the unit from
one location to another. To insure that the solar panel would always be in the best position to receive
sunlight, ideas were generated to make the solar panel rotatable and angle adjustable. These drawings
can be seen in Figure 6.
Figure
Figure 54:- Initial Concept with Necessary Components

Figure 5: Concept Drawing with Transport Features

Figure 6: Concept Drawing with Solar
Swivel
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Having the unit be able to attach to existing piping is
critical for this project to work. Pipes in the field vary in
height and our product needs to accommodate for the
differences in pipe height. Brackets that could be placed at
different heights as well as adjustable legs for the unit
were considered for the design. Figure 7 shows how the
adjustable bracket system would work. Sketches have
continuously been drawn up as new ideas have been
developed for this project.

Figure 7: Concept Drawing with Adjusting
Pipe Height

3.2 Idea Generation
Brainstorming sessions were held to develop other ideas that could be incorporated into the concept
design. After the brainstorm, different ideas were selected to pursue further and more drawings were
developed. Decision matrices were produced in order to narrow down similar ideas. These matrices
typically compare different ideas against already existing products. Since there is no common solar
powered oil site to compare against, ideas were
judged against one another and given a score for
different categories. The idea that received the
highest score overall was chosen and worked into
the design.
Once our top ideas were selected through the use
of the decision matrices, a final concept was
established and drawn up in SolidWorks. Figure 8
Figure 8: Top View of Initial Final Concept
shows a top view of what CP Solar Wells envisioned
the solar powered oil well unit to look like. The
design utilized a case that would contain the required components for the project: solar panel, battery,
sensors, and WiFi transmitter. The case would protect the electrical components from weather and oil
field elements.

3.3 New Research Findings for Sensors
After developing different concepts to obtain well data and transmit it back to the field office, new
sensors were found that could accomplish both of these tasks. Additionally, these transmitters were
powered by a battery pack that would be good for up to 10 years in the field. This took away the need to
power the sensors via solar power. This greatly changed the scope of what we needed to accomplish as
these transmitters took care of the wireless data transmission. The focus of the project turned to finding
the best sensor network for our application along with a way to power the well motor by solar power.
The following sections highlight the three main types of sensor networks found. Document
Specifications for all components in these sections can be found in Appendix D.
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3.3.1 Fixed Signal Network
Control Microsystems produces the Accutech line of pressure and temperature transmitters for oil field
applications. These sensors utilize a radio to transmit data back to a receiver at a field office. The
sensors and radio are powered off of an external battery that has a battery life of roughly 10 years. The
life span of the battery can change depending on the rate the sensors take data measurements and send
them back to the field office. A 1 minute update rate will result in a 10
year battery life. With separate components, replacing parts is rather
easy if any part of the system ever were to fail.
To transmit data back to the field office, measurements would be taken
by the pressure and temperature sensors at the well head. These
measurements would be sent to the radio to be sent directly back to
the field office. Each well would have its own individual radio to
transmit data. All of the radios would operate off of the same
frequency. This would increase noise and interference in the field and
could potentially cause problems with data transfer.
This network is not self-healing and may have challenges if obstacles
Figure 9 - Accutech Wireless
ever were introduced to the radios line of sight. Blocking a radio’s line
Pressure Transmitter
of sight would interrupt the transfer of data back to the field office and
up to date information would not be available until the obstruction was removed. There are still some
questions to ask Control Microsystems about obstructions to line of sight, but they have confirmed that
their products are not self-healing. The self-healing network is an important feature to consider when
choosing the appropriate network type because it eliminates the chance of lost data and insures
accurate data from the well head is always available.
This network is not the most ideal due to the lack of a self-healing network. The sensors and radios for
this type of network are less costly than some of the other options but without the self-healing network,
important data could be lost. Efficiency and reliability are a crucial component to this system and we
want to minimize down time for the network. With only one path to and from the radio, there are
greater chances of obstructions and down time. This is not a desired characteristic for a wireless system
that will cost thousands of dollars.

3.3.2 Banner Network
Banner Sensors makes a wide variety of sensors for a multitude of industries. They have a custom set of
wireless transmitters for oil field applications. These sensors utilize a radio to transmit data back to a
receiver at a field office. The sensors and radio are powered off of an external battery that has a battery
life of roughly 10 years. The life span of the battery can change depending on the rate the sensors take
data measurements and send them back to the field office. A 1 minute update rate will result in a 10
year battery life. With separate components, replacing parts is rather easy if any part of the system ever
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were to fail.
To transmit data back to the field office, measurements would be taken by the pressure and
temperature sensors at the well head. These measurements would be sent to the radio to be sent
directly back to the field office. Each well would have its own individual radio to transmit data. One of
the main differences from the fixed signal network is that all of the radios operate on their own
frequency. The gateway back at the field office cycles
through the different frequencies and collects the data
from each radio one at a time. This reduces the amount
of noise and interference in the field.
Another difference is that this network is self-healing and
would be able to get around obstacles if they ever were
introduced to the radios line of sight. Blocking a radio’s
line of sight would interrupt the transfer of data back to
the field office and up to date information would not be
available until the obstruction was removed. With the
self-healing network, and more directly the Banner
network, the data would recognize it is being blocked and
be sent to another radio to be sent back to the gateway.
The self-healing network is an important feature to consider when choosing the appropriate network
type because it eliminates the chance of lost data and insures accurate data from the well head is always
available.
Figure 10 - Banner Network Nodes and
Gateways

The Banner network would be a good choice for the wireless network system due to the self-healing
network. Efficiency and reliability are a crucial component to this system and the Banner network would
minimize down time.

3.3.3 Wireless Mesh Network
Rosemount sensors are largely considered the top quality of pressure and temperature transmitters for
oil field applications. These sensors come fully equipped with a transmitter and battery all in one unit.
The life span of the battery can change depending on the rate the sensors take data measurements and
send them back to the field office. A 1 minute update rate will result in a 10 year battery life. With all
components in one self-contained unit, adding additional devices to the network is just a matter of
getting another sensor and putting it onto a well.
To transmit data back to the field office, measurements would be taken by the pressure and
temperature transmitters at the well head. These measurements would be sent back to the field office
by using other transmitters as repeaters and relaying the data until it reached its final destination. Each
transmitter would have its own individual radio to transmit data. All of the radios would operate off of
the same frequency. This would increase noise and interference in the field and could potentially cause
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problems with data transfer.
This network is self-healing and would be able to get around obstacles if they ever were introduced to
the radios line of sight. Blocking a radio’s line of sight would interrupt the
transfer of data back to the field office and up to date information would
not be available until the obstruction was removed. With the self-healing
network, and more directly the wireless mesh network, the data would find
an alternate path using different transmitters to get back to the gateway at
the field office. The self-healing network is an important feature to consider
when choosing the appropriate network type because it eliminates the
chance of lost data and insures accurate data from the well head is always
available.

Figure 11 - Rosemount
Wireless Pressure
Transmitter

The wireless mesh network would be a good choice for the wireless network
system due to the self-healing network. Efficiency and reliability are a crucial
component to this system and the wireless mesh network would minimize
down time.

3.3.4 Other Network Considerations
The three networks described above are the best options available for implementing a wireless data
network for your oil field. However, other companies were contacted and more types of sensors were
reviewed. These options were left out of this report due to their inability to meet the specifications for
this project as well as not having the proven record of the companies described above. These companies
included:
•
•
•
•
•

ABB Instrumentation
Omega Engineering
Digi-Key
Paine Electronics
Systemation Incorporated

Many of these companies did not have wireless options available for their sensors and would require
wiring throughout the field. Removing wiring from the field and having wireless data transmission was
one of the main objectives for this project so not having wireless options made these companies less
desirable.
Also, reliability is of extreme importance for this system. If thousands of dollars are going to be spent on
components for the system, we want to make sure that everything works and works well. Control
Microsystems, Banner, and Rosemount are proven and have much experience with oil field applications.
The other companies are smaller and have been involved with oil field applications for a smaller amount
of time. This is not to say that these companies could not get the job done, but for this network it is best
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to go with experience and the companies who have been dealing with wireless networks for the longest
amount of time.
The contact information for all of these companies, including the recommended companies, can be
found in Appendix C of this report.

3.4 Motor Power Options
3.4.1 Powering Current Motor
The most economical way to power the current 3 phase 380 volt 3 horse power motor using solar panels
would to incorporate a piece of a equipment called a Universal Pump Controller manufactured by
AeroVironment, $10,000. Along with this piece of equipment there would be approximately 20 solar
panels, $14,000, and racks. The installation for such a project would be $10,000. This number is on the
lower end of installation cost because utilizing the pump controller eliminates many components which
reduces the complexity of the system. This brings the total cost of the system to $34,000.

3.4.2 Changing to DC Motor
To change to a DC motor offers the most room for cost savings. DC motors typically have 7% better
efficiency than AC motors in pumping application. This would allow for the removal of many
components as well as an earlier start up time in the morning and later runtime in the evening. The solar
panels produce DC current and if the motor is DC, this would allow for the elimination of 3 inverters.
There would also be no need for batteries which can be a significant cost. The cost breakdown for the
system would be 20 solar modules and racks, $14,000, controller, $5,000, Installation, $10,000, plus the
costs for a new DC motor. A new 3 horsepower DC motor can range from $2,500-6,000. Estimating a
$5,000 motor this project would cost $34,000. In order to better estimate the exact DC motor which
would be necessary a further evaluation of motor requirements must be done.

3.4.3 Power Controller by AeroEnvironment
The Universal Pump Controller manufactured by AeroVironment is a unique piece of equipment. It
allows for the elimination of batteries, inverters and a controller by combining these items all into a
single package. The only caveat with this piece of equipment is that AeroVironment is in the process of
discontinuing production. They are doing this because the manufacturing and design of components for
electrical vehicles seems to be more lucrative that pump controllers. This severely hampers this
possibility but it leaves room to explore options using similar technology to AeroVironments.

3.4.4 Diesel Generators
Diesel generators are an option being investigated to compare the costs of renewable sources versus
the costs of what a traditional method might be. To quantify diesel generators into a few paragraphs is a
difficult process because there are so many generators out there which could meet the project
requirements.
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Some portable generators which meet the requirements with the capability of power a 3 horsepower
motor are made by Husky, Powermate, and ETQ. Evaluating the ETQ generator, it has a 3.2 gallon, 5,000
watt and capable of running 11 hours at 50% capacity with a cost of $1,200. To look at the fuel costs
associated with this equipment it will be using 3.2 gallons of diesel/ day at a cost of $3.50/ gallon. This
comes to $11.20/day to run the motor or $4,088/ year to run the motor. Something which also must be
taken into consideration is the fact that these generators would have everything done to them
manually. This means that each day there will have to be a worker to refill each one, turn it on and off,
and change the oil and other maintenance on them. This will increase the costs of operation.
Permanent standby generators are at least twice as expensive and generally much larger. They are more
difficult to move from well to well. They also require similar amounts of maintenance. These generators
are not designed to run everyday so the life cycle could be relatively short.
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4. Final Design
4.1 Sensor Network
After reviewing the three types of networks considered for this project, the alternatives with the selfhealing network are the best options for Santa Maria Pacific Holdings. This insures the most up to date
data will be available whenever it is needed. The fixed signal is a good option with many nice features,
but without the self-healing network it lacks the reliability of the other systems.
Between the Banner Network and the wireless mesh network, CP Solar Wells believes the Banner
Network provides the greatest flexibility for Santa Maria Pacific Holdings while still having an attractive
price. Rosemount, the company with the wireless mesh network, makes a top quality product that is
sure to be both reliable and effective. However, the Banner Network has many features that are
comparable to the wireless mesh network and even some advantages. The following sections are going
to provide a detailed outline of how the system would work, component specifications and pricing, and
safety considerations.
It is important to note, recommendations made are a result of phone conversations and emails with
representatives of the different companies. Further meetings with each network representative should
be held to compare each system type and have all questions answered by a licensed professional.

4.1.1 Network Set-up
The Banner Network utilizes three main components at each well head: the sensors, a base radio, and a
battery. The battery is connected directly to the base radio. Power is provided to the sensors once they
are plugged into the base radio. Separate sensors will be needed for pressure and temperature data.
Each sensor will take data measurements from the well at
a constant time interval determined by Santa Maria
Pacific Holdings. Process Instruments, the supplier of the
Banner Network components, estimates that a 1 minute
update rate would result in a 10-year battery life. The
sensors would provide an analog output of data to the
base radio which would then digitally send the data back
to a gateway receiver at a specified location.
This is a radio frequency (RF) network that utilizes radio
waves to pass along data. The gateway uses a type of
modulation known as Frequency Hopping Spread
Figure 12 - Banner Network Field
Spectrum (FHSS). In these systems, the bandwidth is
Communication
broken up into multiple smaller frequency bands or
channels. The gateway is synchronized with the base radios and listens to the unique channels in the
order of the hop code pattern. In this fashion, the data is reassembled and output from the RF system.
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In summary, every base radio at each well head would have its own slot to send back data. FHSS
minimizes interference in the field and allows for easier communication between the base radios and
gateway. If all radios were to be sending back data at once, the radio waves would bounce off of one
another and limit the distance the waves could travel. Having FHSS allows data to be transmitted over a
longer distance.
The gateway would be placed back at the field office and connected to the programmable logic
controller (PLC) which would take all the data and display it in an organized format. The gateway can
handle 64 nodes, or radios. That means 64 separate wells, assuming one radio at each well, could be
hooked up to send data back to the gateway. If information was desired for more wells, another
gateway could be added to the system. The output of the gateway to the PLC could be either Modbus or
Ethernet depending on the system already in place.

4.1.2 Component Specifications and Pricing
Every Banner system is different and depending on the amount of obstacles in the field, different
products will be recommended for your application. A representative from Process Instruments would
do a field visit to the Orcutt Oil Field and evaluate the site for radio line of site capabilities. From there
the exact equipment necessary for the field would be identified. This section will provide a general idea
of the equipment needed along with the estimated pricing.
The gateway and radios that would be needed for this project would be the DX80 line of nodes and
gateways by Banner. A variety of options are available that could be integrated into the current system.
For the gateway, there is the option between EtherNet/IP and Modbus TCP Gateways as well as Modbus
RTU Gateways, 10–30V dc. A table of the gateways is provided in Appendix D. The current PLC will
determine what type of gateway is needed for your system. The cost estimate for the gateway from a
Process Instruments representative was approximately $1,500.
The radios, or nodes, would also come from the DX80 line. The battery powered nodes would be the
ones best suited for the field due to their long life and ease of replacement. These models are classified
under the 10-30V dc—Analog section of nodes. A table of the nodes is provided in Appendix D. The
nodes also come with an option for an internal antenna that would add a week to the lead time. Each
node can handle up to 4 analog inputs. The cost estimate for the node from a Process Instruments
representative was approximately $1,000.
The battery would attach to the node and be between 10 to 30V dc. One battery would be purchased
per well. Unfortunately, there is no product information for the battery at this time. The cost estimate
for the battery from a Process Instruments representative was approximately $200.
The sensors for each well would be analog output and of simplistic design. Process Instruments has
actually recommended Endress+Hauser sensors for this application to use along with the Banner
wireless components. The pressure sensors would be the Cerabar M PMP model of sensors by
Endress+Hauser. These sensors can handle pressures up to 6000 psi and temperatures up to 750
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degrees Fahrenheit. The temperature sensors would be the T13 XP RTD model of sensors by
Endress+Hauser. These sensors can handle temperatures up to 1100 degrees Fahrenheit. Full details and
tables on the sensors are provided in Appendix D. All of the sensors have analog outputs that would be
connected to the node to send the data back to the gateway. The cost estimate for each sensor from a
Process Instruments representative was approximately $500 to $750 or $1,000 to $1,500 for both the
pressure and temperature sensors.
Summing up all of the components together, Santa Maria Pacific Holdings would be looking at $1,500
for the gateway along with $2,000 to $2,500 per well for the node, sensors, and battery. This is
substantially less than the products for the wireless mesh network. A table summarizing the cost of each
system is provided in Appendix C.

4.1.3 Safety Considerations
In an oil field, safety is of utmost importance. With high pressures and temperatures coming from the
wells, all equipment must meet ANSI requirements. The Orcutt field will require equipment with the
Class 1 Division 2 rating. Electrical equipment that is located in a hazardous location where ignitable
concentrations of flammable gases, vapors, or liquids are present within the atmosphere is given the
classification of Class I. Since the gases or liquids would only be present under abnormal operating
conditions the equipment would fall under Division 2.
In order to meet these standards an exterior housing will have to be purchased for the sensor to be
placed in. This is an additional cost but negligible compared to the cost of the rest of the equipment.
This equipment meets the specified safety regulations and is fit to be in the field.

4.1.4 Maintenance and Repair Considerations
Minimizing the amount of time for maintenance on the wireless system is crucial. Time wasted by
workers fixing problems with the network is money wasted. To prevent unnecessary network stoppages,
the Banner Network comes with the self-healing network. Each node has site surveying capabilities to
identify obstructions that may block the radio’s line of sight. If such obstructions are found, the node will
automatically redirect its data to another node at a different well. From there the data will be
transmitted back to the field office without any downtime.
Another key component to this system is the multiple components utilized at each well. This will lower
repair costs as well as expansion costs. If a sensor ever were to fail or break, money would be spent
replacing just that sensor instead of other units that have the radio and sensor together and cost more
money. Also, expanding the network is easy. If another sensor was to be added to a well, the additional
analog inputs on the node would allow for easy connection to the existing network. For example, if a
flow sensor was desired, the sensor would just have to be installed in the well pipe and then wired up to
the node for data transmission to the gateway.
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4.2 Power Supply for Motor
The best option for the power supply to the motor is the conversion to a DC motor. This system will
have higher upfront costs compared to the diesel generator but as time goes on the economics for the
system will be superior due to the reduced yearly costs. This eliminates the fuel costs and the daily
maintenance associated with the generator. This system is also better than the AC motor because of the
possibility of not being able to find the AeroVironment controller. This controller is what makes the AC
motor system so beneficial. If the controller is being discontinued it severely affects the reliability and
service of the system.

4.2.1 System Set-up
The DC motor system will have a very simple setup which is part of why it is so appealing. The only
components necessary are the modules, racks, controllers, and the DC motor. The installation will be
approximately $10,000 which could be less depending upon installer and the time to install. The setup
for each well will be different because each well head has a different landscape. This means that the
design and layout of each well head will be important with the space constraints around well heads.

4.2.2 Component Specifications and Pricing
A DC 3 horsepower motors price range is from $2,500-6,000. With the costs for new motors, this plan is
the most economical and makes the most sense. To determine the exact cost of the motor there would
need to be a further evaluation of the current pumping system and its requirements.
The solar system would be comprised of 20, 250 watt solar modules. This over design is to allow the
system to power up earlier in the morning and run later into the evening. The system would also require
a controller which would cost $5,000. This controller is less expensive than the AeroVironment
controller because their piece is specialized and incorporates several components.

4.2.3 Safety Considerations
The safety considerations are heavily dependent upon proper installation. Having the solar system
professionally installed will limit most safety risks. The safety considerations associated with the dc
motor will have to abide by all requirements associated with an oilfield environment

4.2.4 Maintenance and Repair Considerations
The DC motor has relatively few maintenance and repair concerns associated with this system. The
system has not daily maintenance like what the diesel generator would be dealing with. It also has no
additional parts which need to be oiled and lubricated besides the motor. These lacks of repairs are due
to system simplicity. Components of the system which could need repairs mostly have warranties. The
solar panels come with an industry standard of 25 years and the controllers typically have 2-5 years. The
only maintenance which is required of the system will be to clean off the solar panels occasionally. This
is due to the dusty conditions in the oil field. As dust builds up the efficiency goes down. This is a task
which depends upon the activity in the well area as well as weather conditions.
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4.2.5 Abandonment of Solar
After looking over all of the options for solar and comparing costs and feasibility, Santa Maria Pacific
Holdings decided to abandon this part of the project during the middle of Winter Quarter. Santa Maria
Pacific Holdings believed time was better spent finding the best wireless network for their needs rather
than on part of the project that had almost no chance of being implemented.

5. Design Verification Plan
5.1 Sensor Network
Since the sensors for the wireless network will be purchased from a product supplier there are no real
physical tests that will be done to the sensors. It is safe to assume that these products will be able to
survive in oil field conditions and send data back to the field office properly. All components are
professionally built and have warranties that come with them. All components must be checked that
they satisfy the necessary Class 1 Division 2 rating for oil field applications.
The main objective for CP Solar Wells is to insure that the system is installed and validate that all
components work appropriately and communicate with each other properly. The professionals who
install the equipment will be the ones to talk with to insure this objective is completed. Having a system
that doesn’t work is pointless, so CP Solar Wells must make sure that the entire network is functional
and working before the project can be called complete.

6. Management Plan
Over the course of the year the roles of each team member were clear and remained consistent.
Jonathan Hyland was in charge of researching different solar options available. When the solar option
was abandoned, Jon’s main responsibility became assisting in the set-up of meetings with product
suppliers of the wireless sensor networks.
Matt Mastro was in charge in researching companies that could provide wireless sensors for Santa Maria
Pacific Holdings. He was also the project lead and was responsible for the content and formatting of all
reports submitted. He was also the primary contact with Santa Maria Pacific Holdings.
Kyle Moore was in charge of scheduling for CP Solar Wells and assisted in the set-up of meetings with
the wireless sensor suppliers. He was also a contributor to reporting and assisted in research for all
areas of the project.
A Gantt chart showing our projected schedule for winter and spring quarter is shown in Appendix E. Due
to the large changes in the project scope at the start of winter quarter the Gantt Chart for Fall Quarter is
not included because it is no longer applicable to the project.
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7. Product Realization
7.1 Product Selection
Based on the research done by CP Solar Wells, it was recommended that Santa Maria Pacific choose the
Banner network for use in the Orcutt oil field. This conclusion was based on the effectiveness and
reliability of the Banner network and also the relatively inexpensive cost of the Banner components.
The capability of connecting multiple sensors to one radio transmitter was also an attractive cost
reducing feature of the Banner network. Despite this recommendation Santa Maria Pacific has chosen
to purchase sensors from Rosemount and utilize the wireless mesh network. Santa Maria Pacific has a
preexisting relationship with Rosemount as they already utilize many of their products in their field.
While Rosemount products are more expensive than those produced by Banner, the quality of
Rosemount products is unmatched by any other company and Rosemount has an extremely good
reputation in both performance and customer service.

7.2 Components Ordered
Santa Maria Pacific has ordered Rosemount 3051S Wireless
Series Pressure Transmitters (Model #: 3051S 2 T G 4A 2 A11 X
5A WA 3 WK 1 I5 M5) and Rosemount 648 Wireless Temperature
Transmitters (Model #: 648 D X 1 D 1 I5 WA3 WK1 M5 XA) to
install in their Orcutt oil field. The specification sheets for these
products can be found in Appendix F. The ordering process was
done independent of CP Solar Wells and the sensors will be
installed by professional technicians employed by Santa Maria
Pacific with the assistance of Rosemount technical support.
Santa Maria Pacific has also ordered Rosemount Manifolds to
assist in the installation process and allow for multiple sensors in
one location.

Figure 13 - Rosemount 648 Wireless
Temperature Transmitter

7.3 Performance Testing
Performance testing of the Rosemount sensors will be done by the technical staff of Santa Maria Pacific
to ensure sensor communication and accuracy. CP Solar Wells will not assist in the testing process. Any
necessary troubleshooting will be done by Santa Maria Pacific and Rosemount technical support. If the
sensors perform well and meet the needs of Santa Maria Pacific they will be more widely implemented
in the Orcutt oil field.
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8. Conclusion
The research performed by CP Solar Wells greatly assisted Santa Maria Pacific in their decision to choose
Rosemount sensors and transmitters to implement in the Orcutt oil field. While they did not choose the
Banner network recommended by CP Solar Wells, the high quality products produced by Rosemount will
meet all of Santa Maria Pacific’s needs and Rosemount will provide them with outstanding customer
support throughout the lifetime of the components. The successful purchasing and implementation of
sensors in the Orcutt oil field reflects the quality of work that CP Solar Wells provided for Santa Maria
Pacific.
Once again, the idea to power a three horsepower motor using solar panels was abandoned by Santa
Maria Pacific. Our research showed that purchasing solar arrays to be used off of the electrical grid
would not be cost effective for use in the Orcutt oil field.
Since Santa Maria Pacific has chosen, ordered, and installed Rosemount’s wireless mesh network and
pressure and temperature transmitters, the task designated to CP Solar Wells to design solar powered
oil well sites is now complete.
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Appendix A - Quality Function Deployment Chart (QFD)
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Appendix B – Pressure Drop from Well Head Calculations
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Fluid Parameters
Pipe Diameter
Pipe Length
Flow Rate
Dynamic
Viscosity
Density

2
50
2000
6.28E-06
1.87

in
ft
bbl/day

0.167

ft

0.130

ft^3/s

lb.s/ft^2
slug/ft^3

Intermediate Calculations
Fluid Velocity
Reynolds

5.957233182
2.96E+05

ft/s

Head Loss and Pressure Drop
Major
Loss
Roughness, e
(ft)
Commerical
Steel

0.00015

e/D
0.0009

2

2

f

hl (ft /s )

0.0215

114.451

Minor Losses
hbends
hvalves
2 2
2 2
(ft /s )
(ft /s )
61.040

6.104

∆p
(psi)
2.358
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Appendix C – Vendor Contact Information and Pricing
Sensor Vendors
Rosemount, Inc.
Nationwide
Robert Long
Email: Robert.long@emerson.com
Phone: (800) 999-9307

Omega Engineering
Nationwide
Ashish Desai
Email: desai@omega.com
Phone: (203) 359-1660 ext. 2326

Control Microsystems Inc.
Nationwide
Greg Ochs
Email: gochs@controlmicrosystems.com
Phone: (760) 466-7397

Digi-Key
Nationwide
Glenda Chaplinski
Email: datacenter@digikey.com
Phone: (800) 344-4539 ext. 1324

Process Instruments & Controls, LLC
Bakersfield, CA
Andy Shogren
Email: ashogran@process-instruments.com
Phone: (661) 617-6000

Paine Electronics
East Wenatchee, WA
Dan Harper
Email: dan@paineelectronics.com
Phone: (509) 881-210 ext. 2122

ABB Instrumentation
Irvine, CA
Chris Heidari
Email: chris@mcrt.com
Phone: (949) 830-3929

Systemation Incorporated
Niskayuna, NY
Matt Gleason
Email: gleason@systemationinc.com
Phone: (518) 382-8594

Solar Panel Vendors
Pacific Energy LLC.
Web: Alteryourenergy.com
Phone: (805) 544-4700

REC Solar
Web: recsolar.com
Phone: (805) 528-9705

Solarponics Inc.
Web: Solarponics.com
Phone: (805) 466-5595
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Sensor Cost
Table 2 - Transmitter Cost and Specifications

Table 3 - Receiver Cost and Specifications

Table 4 - Total Cost of System Components

Appendix D – Vendor Provided Component Specifications
Banner Network Gateways and Nodes
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Banner Network Pressure Sensors by Endress+Hauser
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Banner Network Temperature Sensors by Endress+Hauser
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Rosemount Wireless Gateway
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Rosemount Wireless Pressure Transmitter
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Rosemount Wireless Temperature Transmitter
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Control Microsystems (Accutech) Wireless Gateway
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Control Microsystems (Accutech) Wireless Pressure Transmitter
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Control Microsystems (Accutech) Wireless Temperature Transmitter
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Appendix E – Gantt Chart
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Appendix F – Purchased Transmitters Specification Sheets
Rosemount Pressure Transmitters
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Rosemount Temperature Transmitter
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